Goldilucks and the Three Bears (PreK – Gr 2) - In Animal Fairy Tales, beautiful illustrations and simple text retell classic fairy tales from a new perspective: all the characters are animals! This book tells the story of a very naughty chicken called Goldilucks, and reveals what happened when she outstayed her welcome at the three bears’ house. *(Heinemann-Raintree)*

Goldilocks and the Three Bears (K – Gr 3) - Lost in the woods, a tired and hungry girl finds the house of the three bears in the woods and helps herself to their belongings. *(Picture Window Books)*

Little Red Riding Duck (PreK – Gr 2) - In Animal Fairy Tales, beautiful illustrations and simple text retell classic fairy tales from a new perspective: all the characters are animals! This book tells the story of Little Red Riding Duck’s encounter with a big bad wolf while on a visit to Grandma’s house. *(Heinemann-Raintree)*
**Little Red Riding Hood (PreK – Gr 2)** - On a bright summer day, Little Red Riding Hood journeys alone through the forest. Along the way, she meets a wolf who seems quite friendly. As they walk and talk, Little Red tells the wolf that she’s on her way to visit her grandmother. Suddenly, the wolf’s eyes light up with excitement, and he asks Little Red how to get to Grandma’s house. *(Picture Window Books)*

**Hansel and Gretel (PreK – Gr 2)** - Hansel and Gretel wander through the woods as they try to find their way home. Suddenly, they spot something peculiar -- a house made of candy! As they nibble on the sugar-covered windows, a strange old woman opens the door. She invites them inside, promising them more good things to eat, but what the old woman has in mind is anything but sweet. *(Picture Window Books)*

**Hansel and Gretel: A Retelling of the Grimm’s' Fairy Tale (K – Gr 3)** - When they are left in the woods by their parents, two children find their way home despite an encounter with a wicked witch. *(Picture Window Books)*

**Hansel y Gretel: Versión del cuento de los hermanos Grimm (Hansel and Gretel) (K – Gr 3)** - When they are left in the woods by their parents, two children find their way home despite an encounter with a wicked witch. *(Picture Window Books)*
**Snow White (PreK – Gr 2)** - Snow White is forced to run away from home when her evil stepmother grows jealous of her beauty. The girl wanders alone through the dark forest and soon spots a curious little house. When she knocks at the door, seven little dwarves welcome her in! Snow White lives happily with them for a time. Then, one day, the evil stepmother learns about the girl’s new home. She has evil plans for her stepdaughter.  *(Picture Window Books)*

**Blanca Nieves: Versión del cuento de los hermanos Grimm  
(Snow White) (K – Gr 3)** - A retelling of the classic tale of a girl whose stepmother, jealous of Snow White’s beauty, causes her to fall into a deep sleep. *(Picture Window Books)*

**Sleeping Beauty: A Retelling of the Grimm’s Fairy Tale  
(K -3 )** - Enraged at not being invited to the princess’s christening, a wicked fairy casts a spell that dooms the princess to sleep for one hundred years. *(Picture Window Books)*

**La bella durmiente: Versión del cuento de los hermanos Grimm  
(Sleeping Beauty) (K – Gr 3)** - Enraged at not being invited to the princess’s christening, a wicked fairy casts a spell that dooms the princess to sleep for one hundred years. *(Picture Window Books)*
**Belling the Cat: A Retelling of Aesop's Fable (K – Gr 3)** - The mice learn that “some things are easier said than done” when they try to get rid of their great enemy the cat. *(Picture Window Books)*

**The Wolf in Sheep's Clothing: A Retelling of Aesop's Fable (K – Gr 3)** - Retells how the wolf’s plan to get into the sheep pen backfires when the farmer butchers him for a lamb dinner. *(Picture Window Books)*

**Cinderella (K – Gr 3)** - Although mistreated by her stepmother and stepsisters, Cinderella meets her prince with the help of her fairy godmother. *(Picture Window Books)*

**Pandarella (PreK – Gr 2)** - In Animal Fairy Tales, beautiful illustrations and simple text retell classic fairy tales from a new perspective: all the characters are animals! This book tells the story of how a panda called Pandarella escaped her life of cleaning up after her two ugly step-sisters, and fell in love with a handsome prince. *(Heinemann-Raintree)*
The Kitten Who Cried Dog (PreK – Gr 2) – In Animal Fairy Tales, beautiful illustrations and simple text retell classic fairy tales from a new perspective: all the characters are animals! This book tells the story of what happened when a very naughty kitten decided to start telling lies. (Heinemann-Raintree)

The Boy Who Cried Wolf: A Retelling of Aesop's Fable (K – Gr 3) – A retelling of the fable in which a young boy's false cries for help cause him problems when he is really in need of assistance. (Picture Window Books)

The Country Mouse and the City Mouse: A Retelling of Aesop's Fable (K – Gr 3) – When the town mouse and the city mouse visit each other, they discover they prefer very different ways of life. (Picture Window Books)

The Lion and the Mouse: A Retelling of Aesop's Fable (K – Gr 3) - A mouse begs a lion for mercy and, after he is set free, promises that he will help the lion some day in return. (Picture Window Books)
The Crow and the Pitcher: A Retelling of Aesop's Fable (K – Gr 3) - When a thirsty crow cannot drink from a pitcher because the water level is too low, she uses her ingenuity to solve the problem. (Picture Window Books)

The Donkey in the Lion's Skin: A Retelling of Aesop's Fable (K – Gr 3) - After putting on a lion disguise, a silly donkey amuses himself by frightening all of the animals in the forest until he meets a clever fox. (Picture Window Books)

The Fisherman and His Wife: A Retelling of the Grimm's Fairy Tale (K – Gr 3) - The fisherman's greedy wife is never satisfied with the wishes granted her by an enchanted fish. (Picture Window Books)

The Little Mermaid: A Retelling of the Hans Christian Andersen Fairy Tale (K – Gr 3) - A little sea princess, longing to be human, trades her mermaid’s tail for legs, hoping to win the love of a prince and earn an immortal soul for herself. (Picture Window Books)
The Poodle and the Pea (PreK – Gr 2) – In Animal Fairy Tales, beautiful illustrations and simple text retell classic fairy tales from a new perspective: all the characters are animals! This book tells the story of the Poodle and the Pea, in which a lost dog is revealed to be a princess after a servant has a good idea. (Heinemann-Raintree)

The Princess and the Pea: A Retelling of the Hans Christian Anderson Fairy Tale (K – Gr 3) – By feeling a pea through twenty mattresses and twenty featherbeds, a girl proves that she is a real princess. (Picture Window Books)

The Princess and the Tower (PreK – Gr 3) – A reader of fairy tales, a young princess longs for the day when a prince will save her from a dragon or witch, but when she finally is chased and locked in a tower she decides to take matters into her own hands. (Picture Window Books)

The Tortoise and the Hare: A Retelling of Aesop's Fable (K – Gr 3) – Recounts the famous tale of the race between the persevering turtle and the boastful rabbit. (Picture Window Books)
The Truth About Dragons (Gr 1 – 3) – Dragons have roared their way through popular fairy tales for many years. Have you ever wondered why dragons look the way they do, where they might hide, or how they scare their enemies? Journey through this book to find out the truth about dragons. *(Picture Window Books)*

The Truth About Elves (Gr 1 – 3) – Elves have been hiding out in popular fairy tales for years. Have you ever wondered what elves look like, where they live, or how they trick people? Look carefully through this book to find out the truth about elves. *(Picture Window Books)*

The Truth About Fairies (Gr 1 – 3) - Fairies have fluttered through popular fairy tales for many years. Have you ever wondered what fairies look like, where they live, or what kinds of tricks they play? Fly through this book to find out the truth about fairies. *(Picture Window Books)*

The Truth About Ogres (Gr 1 – 3) - Ogres have towered over us in popular fairy tales for years. Have you ever wondered what ogres smell like? Do you know where ogres live? Stomp through the pages of this book to find out the truth about ogres. *(Picture Window Books)*
The Truth About Princesses (Gr 1 - 3) - Princesses have danced through popular fairy tales for many years. Have you ever wondered where princesses live, what they do for fun, or how they behave? Twirl through the pages of this book to find out the truth about princesses. (Picture Window Books)

The Truth About Trolls (Gr 1 - 3) - Trolls have trampled through popular fairy tales for many years. Have you ever wondered what trolls look like, where they hide out, or why they like darkness? Stomp through the pages of this book to find out the truth about trolls. (Picture Window Books)

The Truth About Unicorns (Gr 1 - 3) - Unicorns have galloped their way through fairy tales for many years. Have you ever wondered what unicorns look like, how they behave, or what their horns have been used for? Come along for the ride to find out the truth about unicorns. (Picture Window Books)

The Truth about Witches (Gr 1 - 3) - Witches have charmed us for years in popular fairy tales. Have you ever wondered what witches look like? What do you think witches use to cast spells? Hop on your broom, and fly through the pages of this book to find out the truth about witches. (Picture Window Books)
Once Upon a Time: Writing Your Own Fairy Tale (Gr 2 - 4) - Ready to build a fairy tale? First, you’ll need the right tools. Open this title in the Writer’s Toolbox series and discover plenty of tips and tools to get you started. Soon you’ll be writing magical adventures like a pro! (Picture Window Books)

Cinderella: The Graphic Novel (Gr 3 - 6) - Cinderella’s wicked stepmother won’t let her go to the ball. But with a little help from a Fairy Godmother, she’ll be getting there in style. There’s just one catch. At midnight, her magical gown will turn back into dirty old rags. (Stone Arch Books)

Hansel and Gretel: The Graphic Novel (Gr 3 - 6) - When their parents leave them in the forest, Hansel and Gretel must find their way home. During their journey, they discover something better, a house made of sugary sweets! Too bad it’s owned by an evil, and hungry, old witch. (Stone Arch Books)

Snow White: The Graphic Novel (Gr 3 -6) - Once upon a time, an evil queen possessed a powerful mirror. It spoke only the truth, which often pleased the queen. But when the mirror reveals that the queen is no longer the fairest lady in the land, her heart grows cold. She seeks revenge against the beautiful maiden, vowing to destroy the lovely Snow White. (Stone Arch Books)